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---------------------------------------------------ABSTRACT--------------------------------------------- 

Kinetics and current efficiency data during growth  of aluminium oxide films  in various 

aqueous electrolytes of different concentrations and compositions have been evaluated. The 

kinetic data has been obtained at different current densities, field strength, temperature, 

composition, concentration and resistivity of the electrolytes. These studies have been made 

by eliminating the difference of film growth caused by different surface conditions. The rate 

of increase of field strength with logarithm of ionic current density is found to be independent 

of temperature. It is observed that entrance barrier energy is greater than the corresponding 

diffusion barrier energy which suggests that the rate- controlling step during anodic 

oxidation aluminium is the ionic movement across the film and not at the  metal / oxide 

interface. The current efficiencies of such films are unity upto an electrolyte concentration of 

100 mol m-3 . It is found that at higher electrolyte concentration the experimental mass-gain 

of aluminium specimen during anodization is greater than that expected for the formation of 

aluminium  oxide on aluminium which implies that mass gain is due to incorporation of 

anions into the bulk of oxide film. 
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I. Introduction 

During growth of anodic  oxide films on aluminium the views  suggested by different 

workers regarding ionic conduction either within the film and/or at the interface as rate 

controlling step are at variance. Present investigation has been made to know the exact 

mechanism during growth of anodic aluminium oxide films  in various electrolytes at 

different current densities at varying temperatures. Theories of ionic conduction during 

anodic oxidation of aluminium has been discussed. It  has been found that the rate of increase 

of field strength with logarithm of ionic current density is independent of temperature during 

growth of oxide film on aluminium in various electrolytes which suggests that single barrier 

theory of Cabrera and Mott 5 is not applicable. The double barrier theory of Dewald 4 has 

been found to explain the temperature-independence of Tafel slopes. During growth of oxide 

films, the difference caused by different surface conditions has been eliminated. Current 

efficiencies of aluminium oxide  films have been calculated in various aqueous electrolytes . 
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II. Material and Methods 

Aluminium samples (2cm2 in area) with a short tag were cut from aluminium sheet 

(purity 99.9%). The edges of the samples were abraded with fine emery paper to make them 

smooth. The surfaces of the samples were cleaned by dipping them in 10% NaOH solution 

for 2-3 sec and washing them with distilled water. The chemical polishing of these samples 

done by dipping them in a freshly prepared etching mixture of concentrated O- phosphoric 

acid , sulphuric acid and nitric acid in the ratio of 70:25:5 at 350-360K for 2-4sec. The 

samples were washed with distilled water and dried in a current of hot air. The samples were 

finally etched just before anodization. The tags of the samples were covered with a thick 

anodic film in an electrolyte in which further anodization was to be carried out. The samples 

were anodized at constant current density using an electronically operated constant current 

power supply. The supply of current was cut-off after the desired voltage of film formation is 

reached. The time for the passage of current for formation of film through successive 

intervals of voltage was recorded  by an electronic timer. The thickness of the film was 

determined using Faraday law. The density of aluminium oxide film was taken as 3.56 g/cm3 

as reported by Tajima6. 

 

III. Results and Discussion 

The linear plots between voltage of formation and time  upto 165V shows that field 

strength is independent of film thickness. However, at higher voltages  of formation, 

dependence of field strength on film thickness is observed. The plot of field strength  against 

reciprocal of temperature at different current densities is shown in Fig.1. The values of slopes 

calculated from this plot shows its non-dependence on current density. The plot between field 

strength versus logarithm of current density at different temperatures is shown in Fig.2.The 

slopes of this plot show that it is independent of temperature which rules out the applicability 

of single barrier theory of Cabrera-Mott4. which suggests that Tafel slope is proportional to 

absolute temperature. Guntherschulze-Betz8 constants A & B (Eqn.1) 

 

                                                i = A exp BE                                                   …(1)                                                                                                                                                                                                           

 

have been determined in presence of different electrolytes by least squares method at 

different temperatures.  The values of ' B’are 5.02  X 10-6, 5.35 X 10-6 and 5.79 X 10-6 Vcm-1 

in aqueous solutions of calcium carbonate, lead chloride and nickel chloride , respectively. 

The  values of constant B are almost of same magnitude in various electrolytes which shows 

that Tafel slope is independent of temperature. It is found that values of constant ‘A'increase 

with increase in temperature . The values of constant ‘A’ calculated using Guntherschulze-

Betz equation for calcium carbonate, lead chloride and nickel chloride are 2.107 X10-12, 

4.092X10-12, 4.793 X 10-12 at 303,318 and 333K, respectively. Similarly,values of constant 

‘A' at 298K are found to be 3.29X10-12 and 4.16 X 10-12 for calcium carbonate and lead 

chloride, respectively which shows its  dependence on nature of the electrolyte. It is observed 

quadratic variation of field with ionic current density to explain the field and temperature 

dependence of Tafel slopes (Table1.) 
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The data for the experimental mass-gain as a result of anodic oxidation and the 

calculated mass-gain due to oxidation (when current efficiency is unity) for the growth 

anodic oxide in different concentrations of various electrolytes are reported in Table.2. At 

each electrolyte concentration current efficiency is found to be same irrespective of the 

charge passed. The experimental and calculated mass-gain are close to each other upto an 

electrolyte concentration of 100 mol m-3 when current efficiency is close to unity which 

implies that the entire current passed is ionic i.e.no fraction of electronic current is used for 

formation of film. It is observed that for higher concentrations of the electrolytes the 

experimental mass-gain is more than those calculated mass-gain. It is found that there is 

about 12% and 15% increase in mass-gain at concentration of  500 mol m-3 and 1000 mol m-3 

, respectively in solution of calcium carbonate. Similar trends in mass-gain are observed for 

lead chloride and nickel chloride solutions at higher concentrations. The formation of higher 

oxides of aluminium has been ruled out as possible cause for observed mass-gain as no other 

stable aluminium oxide except Al2O3 has been reported in literature. The increase in mass-

gain may be due to incorporation of anions into the oxide film and this is substantiated by the 

results reported earlier that the breakdown voltage of the films is affected by the 

incorporation of anions from the electrolytes  into the film. Further, incorporation of other 

anions  into oxide film has also been reported by other investigators7,8 which concludes that 

excess mass-gain is due to incorporation of anions into the bulk of oxide film. 
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Table.1 

 

 

 

 

 

Table.2 

Concentration    Mass-Gain Current efficiency 

mol m-3 Exp. Cal.  

10 496 501 0.990 

20 522 527 0.991 

50 551 556 0.991 

100 588 594 0.990 

250 777 685 1.134 

500 1079 949 1.136 

1000 1246 1107 1.125 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Temperatur

e 

(K) 

 

E X 10-6(Vcm-

1) 

 

Current 

density – 

0.5mA/cm2 

 

E X 10-6 

(Vcm-1) 

Current 

density – 

1.0 

mA/cm2 

 

E X 10-6(Vcm-

1) 

 

Current 

density – 

5.0mA/cm2 

 

E X 10-6 

(Vcm-1) 

 

Current 

density - 

10.0mA/cm2 

 

E X 10-6 

(Vcm-1) 

 

Current 

density -

50.0mA/cm2 

 

288 5.97 6.34 6.80 7.27 7.49 

303 5.49 5.97 6.42 6.95 7.21 

318 5.12 5.53 6.07 6.45 6.89 

333 4.79 5.01 5.69 6.14 6.63 
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